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Faith and Politics

Sexuality can change. Here's
the proof

Mainstream Western culture continues its war against therapy for
unwanted same-sex attraction. The latest country to declare against
'conversion therapy' is Spain, whose health minister has called for a
nationwide ban.

Meanwhite the BBC today has run a feature on a woman whose
experience of 'conversion therapy' was unsuccessful and now feels
that it haunts her. You'll be waiting a long time to see this 'impartial'
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public broadcaster feature any of the stories of people who feel they
benefited from such counselling, though they are not hard to find
for anyone who wants to.

From this one-sided coverage you would never guess that prior to
the 1980s therapy for people with same-sex attraction (of varying
forms, mostly talking therapy but also some more brutal forms we
wouldn't defend today) was very common and the literafure from
this period, including numerous records of successful change, is
vast.

Dale O'Leary has compiled an impressive list of 440 studies, articles
and books relating to conversion therapy, many from peer-
reviewed and professional journals, and provided excerpts from
them totalling in excess of 45,000 words. You can find this
incredibly useful resource here.

Flere are a few highlights:

o E James , in a 7978 dissertatiory reviewed 101 studies from 1930
to 197 6. These showed : ' 37o/o of clients not improv ed; 27%
improved;35% recovered. Bisexuals, females, and clients
participating in long-term therapy achieved great gains with
respect to sexual reorientation.'

o J Nicolosi, A Byrd and R Potts, in a 1998 book Tornards the Ethical
and Effectiae Treatment of Homosexuality, surveyed 850 individuals
and 200 therapists and counsellors, 'specifically seeking out
individuals who claim to have made a degree of change in
sexual orientation.' This found that before counselling or
therapy, '68"/" of respondents perceived themselves as
exclusively or almost entirely homosexuality, with another 22%
stating they were more homosexual than heterosexual. After
treatment only 13% perceived themselves as exclusively or
almost entire homosexuality, while 33% described themselves as
either exclusively or almost entirely heterosexual. 99% of
respondents said they now believe treatment to change
homosexualitv can be effective and valuable.'

. o A Ellis in1956, in the lournal of Consulting PsychollgA, recorded
that'of the 20 patients who came to therapy with a serious
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desire to overcome homosexual problems, all mad.e some
improvement and 16 made considerable improvement in their
sex-love relations with members of the other sex. . . Of the 20
male and female patients who entered therapy with little or
moderate desire to overcome homosexual problems (but who

, came, instead, mainly to work on other problems or to relieve
their guilt over being homosexual), 10 (50%) achieved some
improvement, and 3 (75%) achieved considerable improvement.'
The article concluded: 'It is felt that there are some grounds for
believing that the majority of homosexuals who are seriously
concerned about their condition and willing to work to improve
it may, in the course of active psychoanalytically-oriented
psychotherapy, be distinctly helped to achieve a more
satisfactory heterosexual orientation.'

An early and vocal sceptic of conversion therapy was Dr C A Tripp.
In 1977 he had a dialogue with Dr Lawrence Hatterer, which was
transcribed and published in the journal Sexual Behauior. Here are a
few excerpts of that discussior; which throw some light on the
present controversy and its roots:

TRIPP: I know Dr. Hatterer believes he has 'cured' homosexuals;
similar claims have often been made. I have never seen a major
change in any adult's sexual response, although patients on other
therapists' 'cure' list (not yet Dr. Hatterer's) often come to me and to
other therapists I know because they do not want to 'disappoint'

their first doctor. In any event, there is not a single recorded
instance of a change in homosexual orientation which has been
validated by outside judges or testing. Kinsey wasn't able to find
one. And neither Dr. Pomeroy nor I have been able to find such a
patient. We would be huppy to have one from Dr. Hatterer. fNote: In

fact, according to DrW Pomeroy in Dr. Kinsey and the Instifute for
Sex Research (1972), 'Kinsey discoaered "more than eighty cases of
(preaiously homosexual) men who had made a satisfactory heterosexual
adjustment," He summarized successful change in therapy as being neaer
Iess thqn 30%.'l
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HATTERER: I have'cured' many homosexuals, Dr. Tripp. Dr.
Pomeroy or any other researcher may examine my work because it
is all documented on 10 years of tape recordings. Many of these
'cured' (I prefer to use the word 'changed') patients have married,
had families and live huppy lives. It is a destructive myth that'once
a homosexual, always a homosexual.' It has mad.e and will make
millions more committed homosexuals. What is more, not only have
I but many other reputable psychiatrists (Dr. Samuel B. Haddery Dr.
Lionel Ovesey,Dr. Charles Socarides, Dr. Harold Liel Dr. Irving
Bieber, and others) have reported their successful treatments of the
treatable homosexual.

TRIPP: There is quite a misunderstanding here as to what
constitutes fundamental change. ...

HATTERER: I have treated numerous young men who were
supposedly disturbed by their 'homosexuality.' But I do not look
upon homosexuality as an entity. Rather it is a common symptom
which appears in many individuals in response to innumerable,
dissimilar situations.

TRIPP: But I know of many, many homosexual couples who do
stay together for tery twenty, and many more years. They evidence
quite the same mutual concern for each other's well-being found in
warm'and stable marriages.

HATTERER: Your experience is very different from mine. The
homosexuals I have seen were in the main disgusted with the
brevity of their relationships, disgusted by how they squandered
their time, interfered with their work, dispensed with their
integrity, and sacrificed hopes of an enduring relationship and
family life by their driven pursuit of homosexual sex partners. . ..

TRIPP: I have a sample of 32 couples who have been together more
than twenty-five years.

HATTERER: Are they still together sexually?

TRIPP: Yes, but not usually exclusively.
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HATTERER: I have seen men who lived together for periods of five
or seven years, but rarely for twenty. And those who do stay
together generally allow each other a lot of freedom sexually, or
they will both invite a third party in for sex relations. The sexual
involvement declines or disappears.

TRIPP: Yes, that is often the case and it seems to work very well. ...
All sexual arrangements work. Homosexuality especially works
because it has very minor differences from heterosexuality; the
overlap is tremendous and the differences are essentially trivial. But
all sexual patterns work. Sadomasochistic relationships work,
transvestitism works, even transsexualism for those individuals
who manage to achieve the bodily changes they want.

HATTERER: I would strongly suggest Dr. Tripp examine in
greater depth his word 'works' when applied to all those situations
he refers to. I believe he confuses it with 'survive'. Obviously
millions of men practicing homosexuality are productive at work
and would report some periods of sexual happiness with their
partners either in or out of sustained relationships.

TRIPP: Let me get your reactions to a situation that we who do
therapy with homosexuals have often heard about. There are about
five or six Turkish baths in New York City that are frequented
exclusively by persons who want to engage in homosexual acts.
There used to be one near the train station that was a 'commuters'

bath' in that many of the customers were married men who stopped
off before they went home. They were primarily heterosexual, but
engaged in this sporadically. If their lives were huppy and well
managed, would you say they were necessarily neurotic?
Incidentally, many patients report that these men want to be passive
in anal intercourse.

FIATTERER: That's a big if. In order to answer the question it
would be necessary to investigate what was happening with these
men and their wives at home. You are right that such men want to
be'serviced' by males or submit to them. But why? What and who
drives them to such practices. ...
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TRIPP: From my point of view, there is no indication that
fundamental changes in anybody's sex life are ever wroughtby 

!

therapy, nor would they be particularly desirable anyway. A
person's best sexual orientation is the one that helps him get the
most out of himself, spontaneously. Killing off his guilt and his
childish expectation that conformity is the road to heaven tend to' 
give him confidence and the energy to make a much smoother
social integration... Since homosexuality is an alternate orientation
and not a disease ,'cLrre' is patently impossible. What passes for
'cure' is surface symptom suppression or outright avoidance.

HATTERER: You define cure in one way; I define it in another. I
see the patient's sexual life in the context of his entire life style. I
had a patient recently who has had a rather extensive homosexual
history. He's married now and having seven heterosexual orgasms
a week. He has occasional homosexual fantasies when under
pressure or stress, which has nothing to do with his homosexual
responsiveness but rather with his neurotic use of homosexual sex.

There are many points here that could be expanded uporu but for
brevity I will draw attention to on€. When critics of conversion
therapy from Dr Tripp onwards claim that there are no verified
cases of people whose sexual preferences have changed as a result
of therapy or otherwise, they are simply disregarding the
testimonies of hundreds of clinicians and thousands of clients who
are on record saying otherwise.

The fact is that sexual preferences are no more nor less fixed than
many other human desires, and no more nor less amenable to
change in many cases. This may be an inconvenient fact for the
proponents of immutable sexual identity and the opponents of
therapy, but fact it remains.
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Healthy Sexuality for Today's Generation

Andrew Franklin
Common Stories
Suzy tried for years to stay sexually pure until getting a
popular boyfriend. His advances were thrilling, and one
night Suzy gave in. They experiment sexually now, but
havent actually "had sex" (meaning vaginal intercourse).
Experimenting with heavy make-out sessions & oral sex
makes Suzyfeel so close to her boyfriend, and helps herfeel
Iike he'll stay with her forever

Chris has never had sex with anyone, but out of boredom
he spends most of science class engaging in sexual fantasy
about the cheerleader that sits next to him: it clouds his
mind until he goes home and releases the sexual tension
through masturbation. He sometimes jokes about girls with
his friends but the thinfilm of shame never quite goes a1/vay;
neither does the nagging reality that these fantasy sessions
are the best part ofhk day.

Beclry started wearing bagg boys clothes a year ago, and
wishes her name wasn\ so...girly. She doesn\ want anyone
getting too close to her and she's successful; at the same
time she doesnT understand why she still so often feels
afraid, anxious, and cripplingly lonely.

Ryan doesn\ understand why, ever since he hit puberty in
junior high, all his sexual passion and energt has only been
directed toward the other boys in class rather than the girls.

He wants a girlfriend in some ways, but wonders if everyone
else is right about him: maybe he is gay.

Julie was sexually abused by her brother when she was
younger She thinks all that's behind her now. 'tlhatb

frustrating to her, though, is that she canl seem to control
her eating habits, and she finds herself only really feeling
safe when she hangs around the gay guys in school. They're

-funny, they listen, and theyfeel tof"; the only problem is she
knows at this rate she mov never actuallv find romantic love.

Will's always been a leader in his youth group, and heb
never really gotten mixed up in sexual sin. He has a lot of
questions, however, and his parents don't seem to have a
lot of answers. As college approaches, he wonders if he's

strong enough to fight off sexual temptation in a college

enyironment. 
'tI/hite-knuckling has helped him stay pure so

faa but how long can that last?

Where to Begin
When it comes to sexuality, so much confusion exists

in our culture. For most teenagers, the voices of the
entertainment industry & friends are loud, mysterious, and
enticing, while the voice of Christians seems to be...well. ..
quite silent, if not condemning and restrictive. Parents are
often uncomfortable talking about sex, and many times they
substifute a few "don'ts" in lieu of an in-depth conversation
about the meaning and pleasures of healthy, God-ordained
sexuality. Gender, specifically, is a reality that is hardly

ever discussed today. Our world celebrates androgyny - the

tendency to reject gender identity as "man" and "woman"
and celebrate a blurring of the lines. Why should a boy not
wear women's skinny jeans? Why can't a boy and a girl be
close, intimate friends? Oftentimes Christians take a stand
for boundaries such as these without really being able to

formulate an answer to why such behaviors are"bad" , or what

a good alternative would be. The result? A generation like
Suzy, Chris, Becky, and Ryan. (Or worse...How many of us
have just taken a dive offthe deep end to indulge our darkest
sexual compulsions?) Unsure of who we are, and caught
off guard by the exponential increase in sexual hormones
that takes place in the teenage body during puberfy, many of



us feel trapped in a confusing, exciting, and enticing world
without a guide, and as we navigate based on our feelings, a
deep shame and despair sets in, along with a crippling sense
that God is probably not happy at all with what we've done
with our newly-ignited sexuality. If FIE's angry, what is there
to do?

My story
Let me start out by telling you my story. I grew up in

a Christian family, immersed in the Church and all things
Jesus. The problem was, from an early age I struggled in
some intense sexual confusion that I didn't understand at
all, and certainly couldn't talk about. From as early as first
grade, I began experiencing homosexual dreams, and not
long after that a neighbor friend of mine started encouraging
me to participate in sexual play with him.

The problem only grew worse in junior high. As puberty
hit, I started feeling sexually drawn to my guy friends.
This honified me, so I kept it a huge secret. However, in
the secret world of my thought life I spent a lot of my free
time coming up with intense, complex sexual fantasies in my
mind, and I would follow these fantasy scenarios through to
masturbation several times a day. It left me feeling deeply
ashamed, and it left me feeling cripplingly distant from God,
but it was also the "best" part of my day! I kept this whole
cycle a secret from everybody, especially the homosexuality
part of it.

Although I had tons of "Bible knowledge," I unwittingly
entered college with no kind of foundation for who I was in
Christ or how to walk with Him in the area of sexuality and
relationships. This left me vulnerable to a new world, where
everyone was partying, having fun, and experimenting
sexually. Although I knew I was supposed to think this was
all wrong, all my college friends seemed like they were
having a great time, and actually seemed quite liberated
compared to my double-life. I soon "came out of the closet"
and started exploring this new world of sexual liberation for
myself.

For the next five years, I ran away from God and took
control of my own sexuality. The thought never entered my
mind that I was "sexually broken" - that term was offensive
to me. The only issue I had was that I seemed to have a hard
time committing to a relationship, and the friendships and
romantic relationships in my life were chaotic, unhealthy,
and unfulfilling - usually feeling more like a burden than
a good thing. I began to get called out for being unfaithful,
promiscuous and deceptive, and I finally realized - I am a
dangerous man. The more I indulge the desires of my heart,
the more I actually hurt other people. And the more I focused

on trying to satisff my sexual urges, the more the sexual
urges only increased.

This dilemma made me realize I hated the man I had
become, and caused me to seek after truth. And just like
Jesus always seems to do, He met me there at rock bottom
and revealed His love to me. That was flve years ago, and
since then I've been on a journey of figuring out why God
created sex, why my sexual reality disagreed with the truth
of the Bible, and what Jesus thought about my messed-up,
confused state. As I share the answers He's given me, I pray
the Holy Spirit will bring illumination to what truth looks
like, and what the heart of God looks like, in your particular
situation.

The good news is, the first thing God ever spoke to me is
a truth that has been life-defining; and I can guarantee it is
true for you as well: He said, "I'm not mad at you." God is
NOT shocked by your sexual struggle, nor is He angry about
the ways you've messed up.

Take a minute to read John 4:l-42.In this situation, Jesus
encounters a woman who has messed up quite a bit sexually.
She's given herself sexually to many different men; now
she's living with her boyfriend. Jesus's response to her is
pretfy astounding.First, He tells her that "true worshipers
will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for the Father is
seeking such people to worship Him" (verse 23). Did you
catch that? Essentially, Jesus is telling her, "GOD HIMSELF
desires you and seeks after you! And all He wants is your
honesty - He wants you to give yourself to Him and get real
with Him - tell Him the truth about everything in your life
and heart." He then reveals His identity to her as Messiah.
I believe this is the first recorded moment in the book of
John where Jesus clearly identifies himselfto another human
being as the Christ. I can't help but find hope in this. Far
from condemning those of us who struggle with sexual sin,
Jesus gives even greater revelation of Himself, His identity,
and the way he sees us in our humanity. You know what
happened to this "sexual sinner"? She became a power-
evangelist, who saw many in her city saved because of her

bold testimony of Jesus (v.39-42).Instead of condemnation,
Jesus brings destiny.

The second thing Jesus did for me was that He took me
through all the pain and mistakes of my life, and showed me
His presence in the midst of it all. You see, Jesus wants us
to know something: He is present in the midst of our darkest
hours and most difficult struggles. Oftentimes we think of our
sexual and spiritual reality like this: the less sexual struggle
or temptation we have, the higher our ability to encounter
God is. When we start struggling, however, it often feels like
the presence of God just bought the quickest one-way ticket
out of town!



The truth is that we do better in our sexual struggles
when we bring our dirry thoughts TO God rather than trying
to take care of them ourselves and then show God what a
good job we did. What did getting honest with God look like
for me? I began to say aloud to God, "Jesus, this specific
fantasy (name the specific temptation) is oppressing my
mind. I want it really bad. But I want YOU more. Help me
Jesus! What should I do with this fantasy/temptation?" Jesus
will give specific direction if we will ask Him and listen.
Sometimes He'll direct us to tell a friend where we are
struggling or failing. Sometimes He'll direct us to worship
Him or pray certain things. Sometimes He'll tell us to leave a
tempting environment. But He's always present while we're
struggling or hurting, and He's ready to help us if we'll just

ask. Transparency is what a healthy prayer life looks like,
and the best part about it is that it works.

The third, and ultimate, grace that Jesus has given me, and
is still giving: He actually healedmy sexuality. Jesus showed
me the extent to which my sexual shuggle was connected
with identity confiict. You see, I had compartmentalized
my sexuality in an unbiblical way. I thought that my sexual
struggle was all about sex, but Jesus showed me that my
sexual struggle was connected to every belief I had ever held
about God, myself and others. My relationship with my
parents was a huge part of my sexual struggle. My finances
were connected with my sexual struggle. A much bigger
issue in my life than homosexuality or lust or addiction was
the issue of insecurity. The fear that I didn't measure up as
a man, the fear that I didn't measure up as a Christian, the
fear that I didn't measure up as a human...fear and insecurity
dominated my life; and in my brokenness I had soughtto gain
security by taking the reigns away from God and controlling
my own sex life. By making myself sexually desirable to
those who had rejected me, I sought to combat insecurity
and the fear that I was un-lovable. This reality in my heart
was the REAL issue; homosexuality and promiscuity were
just the cover-up, the obvious manifestation of a deep need
in my heart.

Jesus showed me the truth about sexuality: it involves me
giving my total humanity (body, heart, emotions) to another.
Therefore, any area of my humanity that wasn't brought to
life by the Holy Spirit would, and will, wreak havoc and
bring death to me in the area of sexuality. I thought that
"healing my sexuality" would mean that I would never be
tempted again; Jesus showed me that healing wasn't the
absence of struggle, but it was the ability to bring my weak,
wounded, tempted heart to the Great Healer and allow Him
to administer the loving touch I needed to become alive
to His Spirit and to all His creation, male and female. His
acceptance of me in my broken state defeated insecurity by

showing me the truth: I was not only worthy of love, but I
was loved extravagantly by God Himself.

As I opened up my heart to God, He revealed my
judgments against myself, men, women, and my parents. He
showed me the ways I'd been sinned against. He showed me

of condemnatioh,
Jesus brings destiny!'

how to truly forgive. He told me who I am. (In His wisdom,
He revealed that my very given name, "Andrew", means
"strong, masculine one". He knew the answers to my deepest
struggles before I was even born.) He told me what it means
to be a REAL man. He showed me how to lay down my fears
and step into my identity as a man, without grasping onto
another way of receiving worth like seduction or isolation
(I had called isolation "independence" in my brokenness).
By loving me, -He showed me what love looks like, and
empowered me to love others in the same way: with humility,
mercy, and patience. He rp-introduced me to humanity, and
gave me His eyes through which to see my friends and family.
As He restored my personhood, my sexual desires naturally
(more accurately, supernattnally) changed: I began to desire
what God wanted for me, rather than the broken, grasping
attempts to secure love to which I had resorted earlier in life.
He gave me the freedom to choose where my sexual desire
was directed, and He replaced humans as my soul's greatest
desire. His will became true life to me, and still is to this day.

For many of us, admitting we need healing in our sexuality
is no easy task. Our culture is extremely permissive, and
Satan can quickly make us think, "Well, I'm not THAI
screwed up. Sure, I'm not perfect, but at least I don't do
that. Besides, everyone indulges a little bit, right?" Before
we talk more about healing sexual brokenness, let's explore
what healthy sexuality looks like from God's perspective.

Who thought up sex?
After creating the world, the plants, and the animal

kingdom, God decided to crown His creation with His
favorite creation: humans. "God said, 'Let us make man
in our image, after our likeness."' (Genesis l:26) Only
human beings have the capacity to actually reflect what
God looks and acts like. Although most of us think of God
as male, the Bible actually tells us that "God created man
in his own image, in the image of God he created them,
male andfemalehe created him." (Gen 1:27) This verse is

"lnstead



foundational because it speaks to our identity as people, and
specifically as gendered people, male or female. Men alone
cannot reflect the image of God; and neither can women.
Men und women relating together reveal the image and the
glory of God. We've all had moments where we look at the
other gender and said, "They are so weird' or, ".Why do they
do that?" The reason for this is that there are unique aspects
of the character of God that are reflected mainly in men, and
other aspects that are reflected primarily in women. Just like
God is holy, meaning He's different from us; so our gender
identity makes us look at the opposite gender and say, "V/ow,
they are dffirent."

This difference in our genders is what makes us hunger
for the other-ness that we miss in our own gender. You see
this physical reality in the certain body parts and attributes
that the opposite sex finds most
attractive - usually they are the
body parts or aspects that are
absent in one's own gender. Men
are often attracted to breasts
because they have none. Women
are often attracted to muscular
men because they lack the
capacity to grow them to such
extent. While true physically,
this gender reality goes much
deeper than physical appearance,
into emotional relating patterns
and deeply rooted character
traits. Compassion and mercy
are predominantly feminine
characteristics, while courage
and discipline are predominantly
masculine. All people
demonstrate both masculine and feminine characteristics,
but men are created to primarily demonstrate masculinity,
and women primarily femininity. The differences are not
bad; they are actually designed by God.

So what does this have to do with sexuality?

The creation of our sexuality is found in the very beginning
of the Bible, when God says, "It is not good that the man
should be alone; I will make him a helper corresponding
to him...she shall be called woman" (Gen 2:18, 23b). The
difference in our gender means that woman is uniquely
able to help man out of his loneliness. Knowing this, God
fashioned the perfect bride forAdam, brought them together
in marriage so that they could bear much fruit (meaning
experience a lot of sexual pleasure in the process of pro-
creating.) After all, when man and woman come together in

marriage and begin a sexual relationship to create new life,
they can most powerfully reflect our great, Creator God.

God created us as sexual beings, and he called our sexuality
VERY good (Gen 1:31). The Great story of the Bible begins
with a wedding joining Adam and Eve, and ends with the
wedding uniting Christ and His Bride, the Church. The
picture of marriage parallels our experience with Christ:
after we realize we are made for Him and can only be truly
secure in Him, we make a covenant with Him and bear fruit
by partnering with His Holy Spirit in this world. I'm not
saying that we have sexual relations with God; in fact sex
pales in comparison to the unimaginable pleasure we can
experience as we obey Christ and partner with Him to see
His kingdom of health, security, salvation, and righteousness
bear fruit on the earth. In other words. sex will never bring

us ultimate pleasure; but really
knowing Jesus can bring us this
pleasure (Psalms 16: I 1).

Sexual Brokenness
This may all sound great, but

most of us find ourselves falling
brutally short of this ideal of
holy sexuality. Most of us find
ourselves loving other people
for the underlying purpose of
GETTING love from them,
rather than loving others and
ourselves out of the overflow
of God's love in us. Rather than
standing secure in our identities
as male and female, many of
us are insecure in the way we
represent our own gender, and

most of us look down on, mock, make fun of, or else idolize
the opposite gender. Realizing how far we've wandered
away from Eden, how do we ever get back to sexuality as
God intended?

Forthose ofus broken andmessed up in ourgender, identity,
or sexuality, Jesus offers some really good news.His death
on the cross didn't just pay for the penalty of our sins or save
us from Hell, His death and resurrection also made a way for
us to be TOTALLY healed in our identity, and completely
restored to His vision of truly healthy relationships. If we let
Him work in us, the change He brings is quite miraculous.
In fact, many ministers (including myself) who have walked
with people involved in sexual brokenness would tell you
that often, as Jesus restores the hearts of the broken, these
very ones become like the Samaritan woman in John 4 -

they become powerful evangelists, anointed counselors,



and vessels that have a special capacity to receive the Holy
Spirit, because they get to experience intimate salvation and
restoration in the core areas of their heart. Once Jesus tells
someone personally & intimately who he/she is, all things
are truly possible (Phil.4:12-13). How does this happen?

Step One: Get Real
First, we have to let God in. This means that we have

to take our walls down and our masks off. We have to stop
pretending like there's nothing wrong, and we have to
relinquish our desire to control our own sexual struggle.
Years ago, Jesus told me exactly why He had never taken
my sexual struggles away like I wanted Him to, why I had
felt so un-healed for so long. He said, "Andrew, my word
says to confess your sins to one another, and pray for one
another, so that you can be healed (James 5:16). This is my
prescription for healing. Ifyou had a severe infection, and
your doctor prescribed medicine for you, but you never
took the medicine, do you think your body would heal? Of
course not, you'd get worse and worse! So, when I tell you
that you have to become known by others in your sin and
brokenness if you want to be healed, trust me. This is the
only way." As I got honest, I realized that my deepest need
wasn't for my struggle with sin to be removed; my deepest
need was to know that I was loved in the middle of those
times when I was a mess. Those who want to keep up a good

face to others may succeed in saving their reputation, but I'd
rather see my SOUL saved than my reputation. When we
get to the point of desperately wanting righteousness in our
sexuality, we will swallow the medicine and let others know
our area of struggle. Then we will start to see healing.This
is an always-true statement: secrecy empowers sin. Secrecy
especially empowers sexual sin, so the first step in being
set free to follow Christ in our sexuality is to tell someone
what's wrong.

This needs to go beyond confession ofbad behavior into
confession of areas in our hearts or beliefs that block the
huth of God. When I started telling Jesus and others things
like, "I feel like I've always been girly," "I believe women
are super-critical," and "spiritual leaders are insensitive and
hurtful," an amazing thing started to happen. Jesus would
speak, sometimes directly to me in prayer, and sometimes
through other trusted believers. He would show me why I
believed the things I believed, why I felt the ways I felt, and
what the truth was to replace all those lies.

Many times, this involved forgiving others that had
sinned against me. In fact, I find that most people's sexual
problems are tied up more with anger and unforgiveness
towards those that have sinned AGAINST him or her rather
than an inability to deal with one's own sins. In other words,

the problem (pornography, homosexuality, self-hatred) is
hardly ever REAILY the problem. Most times, identity
conflict and sexual brokenness is more about making peace

with our earthly Mom and Dad than it is about self-control
or setting appropriate boundaries. As we get honest before
God and others, we'll see where the problem really is,
where lies entered in, and we will begin to experience the
freedom that comes when specific truth is spoken into the
deepest places of need (John 8:32). Most Christians call this

"accountability," but I prefer to think ofthis process asjust
being known in truth.

Step Two: Get Protected

The second key to Christ's healing of our sexuality and
identity is that we have to let God protect us. One word for
this is "boundaries." NoW I bet that when you read that
word, there's a place in your heart that screams, 'NO!" We
often hear "boundaries" and think "restriction". But really,
we should hear "boundaries" and think "protection". If I saw

a stray dog in my neighborhood, I may go over to pet it. But

if it bites me, and I make the painful discovery that the dog
was rabid, I would probably never attempt to play with that
dog again. That's exactly how sin works. All of us wander
into sin at some point or another, but if we keep going back
to the same environments that caused us to stumble, we have

only ourselves to blame when we stay in bondage.

Practically speaking, I know that there are certain
freedoms I have in Christ that I simply cannot enjoy because
I know they will cause me to sin. There are many movies
that look wonderful to me, but I will not watch those movies
because I know the sexual content will cause me trouble. I
have found that several places in my city consistently cause
me to struggle with sexual temptation, so I decide not to
go there alone. For me personally, social networking sites
like Facebook could be a really convenient way to connect
with friends, but Jesus has shown me that they also bring
about temptation in my heart to look at pictures I shouldn't

be looking at, or to stay connected to old friends that

influence me negatively. Therefore, I choose to say "yes" to
the protection that Jesus offers me. This protection is better
than exercising all my freedom, only to find myself in the
bondage of sin.

If we refuse to have boundaries on our computers and in

our friendships (and certainly in our romantic relationships),

we will never walk in freedom. Jesus puts it this way in
Matthew 16:25: if we try to save our life (keep our freedom

& do what we want), we will lose it; but if we will lose our
rights and freedom to Christ, we will find true life, and true
freedom in Christ.



Step Three: Get Strong
Accountability and boundaries are great, but unless we

are engaging in life-giving relationship with Christ, we will
never walk in actual healing in our sexuality. Remember, our
sexuality is only a shadow - the real thing is knowing Christ.
Many people can successfully suppress their sexual urges,
but only Jesus can bring us true healing and keep us from
becoming like white-washed tombs that look good on the
outside but are dead on the inside (Matthew 23:27). As we
discipline ourselves to get in His presence every day, He will
faithfully, patiently, and powerfully restore our hearts, and
teach us how to fight spiritual battles with spiritual weapons
(2 Cornthians l0:4).

We all have an enemy, who knows our vulnerabilities and
weaknesses. Military generals will tell you that when they
plan an attack, they look at enemy territory and attack the
most vulnerable areas first. Satan does the same thing to us.
He knows that adolescents (along with all humans) are prone
to sexual struggle, insecurity, and self-hatred, and so where
do you think he most often attacks? Of course. he attacks
our weakest areas. But this doesn't have to be discouraging
knowledge.

Every attack of Satan is really just another opportunity to
defeat Satan. Jesus has guaranteed us victory (Romans 8:1),
and uses these battles to teach us more about His character
and His ways. He even uses our failures to teach us how
to get better at fighting. All of us are leaming about the
Kingdom, and even people who have been following Jesus
for decades are still learning more about Him and His ways.
Give yourself permission to learn, permission to fail, and
permission to be weak; and then use your weaknesses to
experience the mercy and strength of God. Then we, like
Paul, will be able to proclaim, "l will brag all the more about
my weaknesses, because when I am weak, then I am strong!"
(2 Corinthians 12:10)

Conclusion
Even though we feel weak in our identity, sexuality, and

relationships, He sees strength in us. As we continue to
allow Him into the darkest, weakest places of our lives, and
continue to press into godly friendships, He will prove to
us just how much He loves us, and just how well He knows
what we need. Looking back on my life, I can honestly
say that if I had the option to go back and remove ALL the
sexual struggles of my life, all of my insecurity, and all of
my wounds like rejection or ridicule, I wouldn't want to.
That may sound crazy,butthe pain and weakness in my life
has been the primary way that I have gotten to know Jesus
and His love for me. Knowing Him, and experiencing His
love and freedom in my sexuality, makes every struggle
worth it. I can assure you, that as you start down this journey
of sexual wholeness with Jesus, if you will let Him in and
persevere, you will become like the Samaritan woman in
John 4. You will see Jesus in ways you never had before,
and your experiences with Him will bring you to joyfully
proclaim to all those you know, ooCome and meet this man
who has told me everything I ever did and has loved me
throush allof itl"
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'Let him who is without sin cast the First Stone." John 8:7
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Nofe; The following contains candid discussro n of male homosexual
behavior.

The dreaded moment is upon us. The Equality Act has passed out
of committee in the U.S. House of Representatives. lt will pass the
House and move to the Senate. The White House (a house divided)
has criticized the bill, but has not threatened to veto it. Christians
who backed this president must contact him and demand that. Call
your congressmen and your senators. lf we stay silent, this may
become law. And that would be the end of freedom for Christians in
America.
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Read the bill for yourself here.

"Public accommodation," "federal funding," "education," and "anti-

discrimination protectiol'r" ... all nebulous words that regulators can
expand to mean anythlng

LGBT activists will demand access to children through school
curricula. They will insist upon the right to groom them and coax
them into identifying as gay or trans. In essence they lay claim to
the right to prepare them to be their future sex partners. They will
force people who experiment with gay sex to remain in the gay sex
pool, via laws that ban any counseling to help them leave.

The Equality Act will force everyone to lie. We will have to tell
innocent children that they have two daddies, when they do not.
Then we will have to tell confused teenagers that they are girls
when they are boys. We will have to tell miserable and suicidal
homosexuals that their unhappiness derives from external
homophobia. The solution to their unhappiness would actually be to
stop engaging in homosexuality and pursue a normal heterosexual
life.

People should oppose this act with all their energy because it will
affect everyone in America. So speak up and oppose it. Call your
congressional representatives. Be vocal.

Meanwhile, What Just happened?

In the movie lt's A Mad Mad Mad World, Ethel Merman's character,
Mrs. Marcus, browbeats her unsuccessful son-in-law. She tells him,
"You tried to sell people seaweed for $S a can!" Of course he lost
money.

We need Ethel Merman to come back and chastise conseryative
activists. We had something that could not have been easier to sell
- heterosexuality! - but we sold a soup of isolated assertions that
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made no sense out of context. The average person wanted his
children and neighbors to be happy. lt was Thanksgiving and
instead of selling turkeys, we sold edible seaweed like Mrs.
Marcus's son-in-law.

' Help us champion truth, freedom, limited government and human
dignity. .Support The Stream >

So let me provide a run-down of all the flavors of seaweed soup we
peddled during decades of pro-family activism. I do this for
educational purposes, so we can do better. Let me begin with
myself, and what I did wrong. Since I'm male and can only speak to
one side of the issue, l ' l l confine my cornments to male homosexual
sin.

My Problem: Too Scared to Speak the Truth

I entered the public debate on gay issues when Ryan Anderson
asked me to write one essay about growing up with a gay mom and
I sald yes. Ergo, "Growing U@ came out in Public
Discourse and thus began seven years of my life in a political
hurricane.

My'first crime was cowardliness and insecurity. Instead of being
myself and telling the world what I really thought, I tiptoed around
everything and over-strategized.

My main reason for opposing the gay agenda had almost nothing to
do with big ideas. My reason for opposing homosexual culture
came from far more basic causes. I had grown up around tons of
gay people. Starting from the age of thirteen I had had sex with
many men.

The sex was horrible. Because the sex acts between men are
unseemly and unfulfi l l ing, gay courtship mostly involves mutual
admiration based on superficial appearances. Like most gay men,
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while in the lifestyle I spent my waking hours trying to have a nice
physique. The only real satisfaction I could get was knowing that
gay men found me nice to look at. Everyone knew this was a ticking
time-bomb. With age one's metabolism slows and men get pudgy.

ii Nobody is really gay. Nobody is fated to live the life of a gay mar

i and engage in that kind of degrading sex for their whole lives.

Gay activists like to have it both ways when confronting stories like
mine. On the one hand they want to say I am stil l gay and simply
self-hating. On the other hand they claim I was never gay or I was
always bisexual, so that they can separate my experience from their
own. I know the truth. I was as gay as they are, which is not at all.
Because nobody is really gay.That is, nobody is fated to live the life
of a gay man and engage in that kind of degrading sex for their
whole lives.

Gay men can come out of every closet save one. They will never
admit that what they do for sexual pleasure is half nightmare, half
farce.

I got out of the gay lifestyle because I met a girl, fell in love, and
gained the confidence to pursue what I always wanted: a lifelong
romantic relationship that involved true sexual fulfi l lment, intimacy,
pleasant companionship, and children. That's heterosexuality.
Homosexuality provides none of those things.

What I Should Have Said

So in 2A12, when I entered the Colosseum, I should have just said
this to the public:

https ://www. pri ntf riendly. com/p/g/mrpTkW
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Look, I know \4re want this to be profrrund. As a Clhristian, I

unclerstand rve want to speak in higher spiritual tenns" But this is a

brutally physical issue. Gay sex is horrible. If yo* knorv rnen who

think they 'are' gay yolr should help thern abandon their

ruisperception. They can spend a rn'hole life chasing after a

happirress that r,vill never coffie to them.

Gay sex combines the banality of masturbation rvith the danger of

promiscuity. You get all the disease, sharne, misery alienation,

embarrassment, pain, filth, clisease, and self-cloubt; but you get na

spontaneity. You can never sire children in the same act that gives

the other person pleasure. And you will never get the rn'ondrous

feeling of knorving your bod;i parts can bring your sex partner to a

level of ecstasy that one can never achieve alone .

F-or: this reason, I oppose homosexuality" We should never: tell

people that it is normal. We should respond to any homosexual

propaganda w'ith our free speech ii:aking clear that it is wrong. And

we should suppr:r1 laws that discourags homose.xuality even if rve

do not inrpose penalties on people who engage in it. We should not

expose children to it. In fact, r,ve should teach children that it is bad

for them. We should help anyone falls into homosexual thought or

conduct ta get away from it. Because nobody is homosexual and

homosexuality is not natural. Heterosexuality is a good thing that

everyone should pursue.

i

I didn't say anything like that. Nobody else did, either. Words such
as "anus" and "penis" were too much for people to deal with. So
they talked about the sanctity of marriage and shifted to stories
about Christian bakers and florists. In my view we avoided the main
point. The main point is homosexual intercourse is very bad, not
just for me or you, but for everyone.

Mistake 1: Just Making lt About Marriage
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Marriage only matters here because marriage has been a way of

designating who you can have sex with. lf you cannot discuss sex

openly then you can never really explain why you do not want to

give marriage licenses to gay people.

The problem is that nobody is gay. lf you love your friends you

should not reduce their being to sodomy.

The talk about children, religious liberty, and supporting healthy

marriages, uncoupled with frank talk about homosexual activity, was

bound to end in defeat for our side. Tons of straight couples do not

have kids. Many children are born out of wedlock. lt was not that

hard for gays to found their own churches. Marriage mattered in

large part because we didn't want gay sex, which is dirty, to

increase in society. We should have said that.

Mistake 2: Conservatives With Gay Friends

Almost every conservative outlet ended up compromised because

someone in power has a gay friend or relative. Let's call it the

Meghan McCain Syndrome (see what happened between her and

writer D.C. McAllister.) lt goes like this: powerful conservative worry

about gay friends feeling accepted, so they block any publications

that refer truthfully to the harms of sodomy. The problem is that

nobody is gay. lf you love your friends you should not reduce their

being to sodomy.

Because of the Meghan McCain Syndrome, conservatives spent

years talking about gay rights in libertarian terms and avoided the

fact that gay sex is dirtY.

Mistake 3: The Pro-Life Pro-Gay Position

Many supposedly conservative platforms saw that pro-life positions

became more acceptable while pro-gay ones did not. Hence groups

like CPAC banned Mass Resistance in 2018 while claiming CPAC
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had socially conservative content - that is, pro-life speakers.

The problem is that homosexuality is a life and death issue. We had
an AIDS crisis and a host of new STls among gays.And there are
vulnerable victims - children brainwashed, groomed, or molested
into homosexuality. To show Goncern for the unborn but disregard
for these other impacts reveals conservatives as callous and
opportunistic rather than principled.

Mistake 4: Be winsome and charitable, and Don't Be
Seen With Meanies

No list of mistakes would be complete, of course, without
mentioning the Winsome Warriors. Whether it's David French
attacking pro-Trump evangelicals or evangeiicats warning readers
on Facebook never to read Pulpit and Pen, many of the harshest
voices are actually the ones attacking others for sounding too
mean. Instead we should speak "the truth in love." Yet truth is love,
and conservatives simply did not want to tell the truth about
homosexuality.

No human being, created in the image of God, can be reduced to
an identity based on sodomy. Gay sex is dirty, dangerous, and bad.
lf our discussion standards stipulate that we cannot speak about
dirty, dangerous, or bad things, then we might as well not have a
d iscussion.

Mistake 5: Not a Hill to Die On

I could go on and on but this is another big mistake our side made.
when we fail to read the Bible dutifuily we rose sight of
proportionality as God views it. Through God's perspective,
homosexuality is a huge deal. Sodom stands out as the great
symbol of evil and its downfall went hand in hand with rampant
homosexuality. The first chapter of Paul's key epistle to the Romans
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places homosexuality front and center as it discusses the process
by which people deceive themselves and become delivered to a
depraved mind.

:,: El'en taday. the FBI estimates that about I irr 6 males gets sexr"raily

i other worcls. homosexualitv is a /:rs de*!.

Homosexual intercourse was forbidden and vilif ied for thousands of
years because it is too vile to be placed on par with normal sex.
Homosexuality coincides overwhelmingly with slavery, rape,
prostitution, prisons, drunkenness, and pedophilia precisely
because gay sex requires at least one party to be damaged and
humiliated by sodomy in real time. Only someone who has been
forced, paid, brainwashed, or groomed to accept self-harm as
pleasure can make homosexual acts possible.

Even today, the FBI estimates that about 1 in 6 males gets sexually
abused before the age of 18, overwhelmingly by other males. In
other words, homosexuality is a big deal, and where it becomes
acceptable, it leaves devastation in its wake. Conservatives misfired
tremendously by avoiding the confrontation with what gay sex has
always been and protecting people from its harms.

The Equality Act is no small battle. This is our last stand. We can be
like the Spartans at Thermopylae and turn our fail ing side around.
Orwe can be like those in Constantinople in 1453, and bid farewell
to a culture of which people will say, "They once were civil ized, but
somehow they ruined themselves."

Robert Oscar Lopez can be followed af English Manif.
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